| Frequently Asked Questions
How does Amity keep my data safe?
Amity keeps your data safe in several ways. First, we encrypt your data when it’s stored on our servers. We also
encrypt your data a second time when it’s stored on your phone. And when your data is traveling between our
servers and your mobile device, we add a third layer of encryption. Amity goes well beyond “industry standard”
practices to make sure your data is as safe as possible.
Why do I have to be “verified” by Amity?
Verification is an important security measure by which Amity guards its “digital West
Gate”. In order to ensure that only members of the Craft have access to sensitive
information (and because we don’t know every Mason in the world personally!) Amity
needs your Grand Secretary, your Secretary, or their delegate (or another appropriate
means) to make sure that you are in fact a Mason in Good Standing in your Lodge.
Is Amity really free? How do you make money? Are you going to sell my data?!?
Yes, Amity is really FREE for Masons around the world... and NO, we will never sell your data!
Amity makes money by offering optional services as “in app purchases.” Our first example of
this is MSA’s Short Talk Bulletin, which you can subscribe to in Amity for a 15% discount. We
will be adding more options in the future, and you will never be required to buy any of them.
Does Amity make more work for Grand Secretaries and Secretaries?
No! Amity is designed to simplify some administrative tasks, making them more convenient, efficient, and
timely for the brethren. For example, Amity’s digital attendance function makes writing minutes easier for the
Secretary... no more trying to read a visitor’s handwriting in your sign-in book. Just send
yourself an email with the evening’s attendance roster, and copy and paste it into your
minutes.

For Grand Secretaries, Amity provides a way to check, change and communicate
recognition status in real-time across e
 very Grand Lodge in the world. No more making
your members flip through an outdated book that your visitor’s Grand Lodge might not
even be in... with a few clicks in our secure Grand Secretary’s Portal, the world will know
exactly where you stand.
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Join Masons in thousands of Lodges around the world...

download Amity today!
Important Notes:

Use of Amity and any of its features is voluntary, and is not required by any Lodge or Grand Lodge.
Your Grand Secretary is always t he final authority on matters of recognition.

